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Introduction to TaijiFit
A Veteran Owned and Operated, fitness and training organization, TaijiFit molds traditional Tai
Chi into a modern experience which immediately delivers Tai Chi’s benefits. Founded by DavidDorian Ross in 2012, TaijiFit is the global leader in sharing the gains and joy of Tai Chi through
books, video, online programs, and live events.

With a network of over 2500 students, TaijiFit, the exclusive OPTUM contracted provider,
stands ready to deliver the full ask of the Mission Act’s Tai Chi services through TaijiFit’s Tai
Chi for Veterans Program (TC4V).1, 2 To achieve this goal, TaijiFit maintains partnerships with
community leaders and veteran organizations to bring Tai Chi to veteran communities. Over the
past three years, TaijiFit trained instructors specialized in veteran needs while constructing
whole health workshops focused on living with PTSD, suicidal ideation response, meditation,
fitness, and weight loss.
With the Mission Act3 and Tai Chi community consults available within the VA’s CPRS,
veterans can access Tai Chi’s clinically based improvements of strength,4 balance, flexibility,
and mobility5 while reducing stress6 through in person and live online classes. VA Pain
Management, Behavioral Health, Orthopedics, Physical Therapy, and others can order Tai Chi
community consults for veterans without concerns of space and time constraints within their VA
or long travel times for veterans.7
TaijiFit’s devotion to veterans in collaboration with community support will aid in a decrease of
veteran pharmaceutical use and suicide rates while increasing participating veterans’ well-being.
To our nation’s veterans, TaijiFit is the Calm in the Storm.

1

Supported by the VA Community Care Network (CCN)
(US Department of Veterans Affairs 2020)
3
(Congress.Gov 2018)
4
(Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2000)
5
(National Institutes of Health 2014)
6
(Mayo Clinic 2018)
7
(Deputy Under Secretary for Health for Community Care Kameron Matthews 2020) – Appendix A
2
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Benefits of Tai Chi
Harvard Medical Center said it best: “Tai chi is often described as "meditation in motion," but it
might well be called ‘medication in motion’.”8 Tai Chi’s slow continuous movements are
appropriate for all ages and fitness types and, thanks to the TaijiFit Method, easily accessible to
the same.

Benefits include but are not limited to:
-

Mental Health and Cognitive Function

-

Weight Loss

-

Chronic Pain

-

Fall Reduction

-

Chronic Heart Failure

-

Improvement in Cancer Survivorship

-

Arthritis

-

High Blood Pressure

-

Diabetes9 10 11

Veteran Tai Chi participants show reduced prescriptions and appointments while citing lessening
pain alongside increases to overall well-being. This led to Tai Chi programs becoming extremely
popular and therefore included in the Mission Act.
Yet, even with this plethora of benefits, Tai Chi’s well-documented, well-studied treatment and
prophylaxis regimen is also, per user, a financially efficient option when compared to other
modalities. There is no equipment needed and the vast majority of class venues are donated.
Clinically sound, fiscally responsible, built by veterans for veterans, TC4V is a “godsend”12 to
our veterans and their communities.
8

(Harvard Health Publishing 2019)
(Medical News Today 2018)
10
(WebMD 2019)
11
(Future Science OA 2016)
12
(Stewart 2018)
9
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TaijiFit Method
At TaijiFit we have a saying, “We get best at what we practice most. We practice most what gets
best rewarded.” Because of this, TaijiFit’s methodology does not reinvent or simplify Tai Chi but
introduces traditional Taijiquan (pronounced “Tai Chi Chuan”) in a fun and immediately
beneficial curriculum. No critiques. No criticism. No corrections. TaijiFit focuses on instilling
the practice of Tai Chi through the experience of Tai Chi’s “Flow”. By focusing purely on the
experience of Flow, participants engage in a moving mediation while exercising the body.
TaijiFit Contracted Instructors (TCIs) use the 5-part Queing Method™ which safely guides
participants through imagery and non-verbal queuing. TC4V TCIs are trained in veteran culture
and language while their education and testing for proficiency is ongoing. TCIs are routinely
updated on changing trends and policies as well as best practices expressed through national
oversite organizations for each medium they teach within.

Tai Chi for Veterans Overview
The Tai Chi for Veterans Program (TC4V) was born from the Mission Act13 and said’s intent
“To establish a permanent community care program for veterans.” Within the Mission Act,
thanks to many of the extant and internal VA Tai Chi programs, Tai Chi was requested and
became the only moving modality available to veterans via community consult. Upon being
named exclusive Tai Chi provider by Optum, TaijiFit created TC4V to coalesce veteran, VA,
OPTUM, instructor, and venue under one streamlined apparatus which codified training and
transparency for stakeholders.

TC4V provides OPTUM with TCIs and TCIs with community venues in compliance with the
Mission Act’s accessibility edicts. Veterans with their VA provider can then choose the time,

13

Public Law No: 115-182 (06/06/2018)
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location, and instructor best fitting the needs of the veteran through a community consult.
Through partnerships with local veteran organizations and others, TCIs are able to teach in
person and telehealth classes at convenient times, locations, and styles matching the veteran’s
needs. The telehealth program features TaijiFit’s top instructors and runs 3 times a day 7 days a
week. However, local instructors are also trained in telehealth consultations to maintain group
cohesion when in person classes are not available.

Consult Timeline

The following was created in collaboration with the Veterans Health Care System
of the Ozarks’ Office of Community Care and are subject to delays or change.
TCIs should contact the Office of Community Care located at their local VAMC
for consult questions.

Consult Timeline
1) Veteran requests appointment with VA Primary Care Physician
a. Veteran can request a face-to-face, video, or telephone appointment with PCP14
via My Health E Vet15
i. Appointment wait times can be one to two weeks
ii. Veteran should follow up with PCP after week two
iii. If doctor says the consult has been placed, veteran should follow up with
the Office of Community Care (OCC)
b. Veteran requests Tai Chi Community Consult

14

A wait time of 1 to 2 weeks should be expected. If veteran does not hear from PCP in two weeks, they should
contact their PCP
15
https://www.myhealth.va.gov/mhv-portal-web/home
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i. PCP’s may be unaware of the changes created by the Mission Act,
therefore your veterans should utilize/paraphrase the following until Tai
Chi for Veterans is common knowledge within their VAMC
1. “Thanks to the Mission Act, Tai Chi is now available as an official
consult within VHA’s CPRS where local or online instructors are
utilized the same as surgeons and specialists are in the community
2. “I would like an official consult through the Mission Act.”
ii. Currently Tai Chi is one option under a generic consult in CPRS, but an
individual Tai Chi consult may be created due to demand
c. Veteran requests provider
i. If veteran is referred by a TCI, the TCI should provide the veteran with the
TCI’s name, NPI number, and fax number
1. Fax number should be updated in NPI account/with Optum
ii. Doctor can then include TCI name, NPI number, and fax number in the
consult
iii. OCC then saves time in creating the consult speeding up the process
iv. If no provider is specified, OCC will call the veteran and conduct a
provider search based on the closet provider to the veteran’s home address
2) PCP initiates consult
a. Tai Chi consult must be justified as treatment for the veteran’s condition and meet
the parameters of the Mission Act
i. Conditions include but are not limited to:16
1. Joint/Chronic Pain
2. Exercise/Weight Loss
3. Mental Health/Cognitive Function
4. Cancer Survivorship\
5. Arthritis/Mobility
6. Physical Therapy
7. Cardiac/Pulmonary Health

16

(Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 2000) (Future Science OA 2016) (Harvard Health Publishing
2019) (Mayo Clinic 2018) (Medical News Today 2018) (National Institutes of Health 2014) (WebMD 2019)
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8. Diabetes
ii. Mission Act parameters are as follows:17
1. Veteran needs a service not available at a VA Medical facility
2. Veteran lives in a US state or territory without a full-service VA
medical facility
3. Veteran qualifies if travel time is more than 30 minutes for
normal/mental health appointments or 60 minutes for specialty
appointments
4. A VA normal/mental health appointment is not available within 20
days or 28 days for a specialty appointment
5. VA cannot provide care within certain designated access standards
6. It is in the Veteran’s best medical interest
7. A VA Service Line does not meet certain quality standards
iii. Consult is now “Pending” status
3) Office of Community Care activates consult
a. For the purposes of the timeline, OCC will refer to the veteran’s OCC located at
their VAMC
b. OCC Nurse reviews and accepts consults
i. Nurse proofreads consult for various errors
ii. Nurse’s approval places consult in “Active” status
c. OCC processes consults then creates veteran’s community care packet
i. Packet includes:
1. Doctor’s orders
2. Consult verbiage: frequency, number of appointments, diagnosis,
etc
3. Veteran HIPAA information
4. Veteran referral number
a. VA000#######
d. OCC identifies community provider
i. See Consult Timeline 1.d.
17

(US Department of Veterans Affairs 2019)
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e. OCC finalizes consult:
i. Confirms provider has been identified for veteran services
ii. Faxes veteran’s packet to provider
iii. Initial packet is without an appointment date
4) TCI (Provider) schedules appointment
a. TCI calls veteran to schedule appointment
b. TCI calls OCC to report the appointment
i. TCI requests OCC to fax the “Final Auth” – an updated packet with the
appointment date and new data
5) TCI conducts appointment
a. TCI has 30 days from consult receipt to report the appointment
b. On completion, an evaluation should be kept for each veteran
i. Evaluations are observational not medicinal
ii. TaijiFit Codified evaluation form under construction
iii. TCI has 15 days to report consult completion through record submission
6) Billing
NOTE: The following covers VA/Provider billing interactions. For OPTUM
billing guidelines, reference TaijiFit Instructor’s Handbook.
a. After first appointment, TCI submits record to OCC including evaluation form
i. TCI will need to call their VAMC’s OCC for post-appointment fax
number to submit the veteran’s record
ii. Future appointments can be faxed without the call
b. TCI maintains follow up records for future requests
i. After first appointment, future billing continues through Optum until the
consult expires or number of classes is fulfilled
7) Consult Renewal
a. VA Community Consults expire 365 days from the veteran’s first appointment or
when the veteran’s visits are exhausted – whichever comes first
i. Veteran will need to wait twelve months from the date of first appointment
to initiate a new Tai Chi consult
b. TCI can request the annual renewal through OCC
Page 7 of 14
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i. Doctor/Nurse will have final say as to whether the consult is renewed or if
the veteran needs evaluation before the renewal is authorized
ii. In the event consult approvals become available to time limitations instead
of appointment limitations through TCI’s VAMC/VISN, renewal requests
to OCC should be submitted 30 days prior to expiration
8) Best Practices
a. Mid way through treatment (ie visit 15) , TCI should survey the veteran’s
satisfaction and qualitative observations
b.

Allow 3-4 weeks from the consult request before the appointment is scheduled –
longer for extraneous circumstances (COVID-19)

c. Should pay issues arise, TCI can contact OCC for Optum’s special provider
phone number
i. Number provided in future edition

TaijiFit
TaijiFit recruits, trains, and certifies instructors through a 150 hour course designed to teach
technique, safety, and administrative necessities. Through intensive workshops and mentoring
sessions, trainees are prepared for practicums reviewed by TaijiFit’s chief training officer. Only
on completion of these rigors and a successful passing of their practicums will a trainee be
invited to join TaijiFit’s ranks of TaijiFit Contracted Instructor.

In addition, TaijiFit maintains TCI records to insure compliance with CCN guidelines and
standards through a reporting infrastructure to OPTUM. TaijiFit also administers a continuing
education platform which improves the expertise and presentation of our TCIs.
Finally, TaijiFit’s Veterans Services Outreach Office works with local municipalities, veteran
organizations such as the VFW, YMCAs, universities, and more to coordinate venues close to all
veterans within a VAMC’s reach no matter the traffic or rurality of the veteran.
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In full transparency, as the singular provider of Tai Chi via OPTUM and the CCN, TaijiFit
receives no compensation from community consults nor does it take any portion of TCI
reimbursement from the same.

TaijiFit Contracted Instructors
TCIs are trained to cater to the specific needs of the veteran community while providing the
highest quality of Tai Chi to their players. TCIs fulfill community consults provided to veterans
through their VA either through in person sessions or via live telehealth classes. TCIs manage
CCN reporting requirements to insure continuity and continued care for the veteran. TCIs
manage insurances, licenses, and ordnances as required by the Mission Act, Optum, the VA,
state, and local laws. TCIs also work directly with local venues to provide a plethora of options
to their veteran community. All participating veteran attendance records are tracked and stored
through MindBody18 for reporting and billing purposes.

Finally, TCIs must acquire twelve continuing education credits (CECs) annually to maintain
their TaijiFit Contracted Instructor status alongside annual training and teaching hours. TCIs are
able to receive CECs through TaijiFit or other accredited CEC programs and are submitted to
TaijiFit for tracking.

Veterans
First and foremost, the Veteran’s responsibility is to have fun. With no critiques or criticism, the
veteran is able to focus on their treatment and gain its benefits.

18

(MindBody 2020)
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Veterans are responsible for setting up an appointment with their VA PCP through My Health E
Vet or the VA directly. When the consult is submitted by the PCP to the OCC, Veterans are then
responsible for attending treatment.

If a veteran is not happy with the provided services or perceives misconduct by the provider, the
veteran should contact TaijiFit’s Office of Veteran Outreach Services in addition to contact
within the VA.
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The Faces of Tai Chi for Veterans
David-Dorian Ross
Founder and CEO of TaijiFit, LLC, David-Dorian Ross (aka DDR), is a
Navy Veteran whose Tai Chi journey began in 1979. Since then, DDR has
become an eight time US gold medalist, World silver medalist, and two
time World bronze medalist in Tai Chi Forms competition. DDR is the #1
best-selling author of Tai Chi media in the world, called “the man who
brought Tai Chi into the mainstream” by Kung-Fu Magazine, and “America’s favorite Tai Chi
master.” His work as a professor for The Great Courses Series: Essentials of Tai Chi and
Qigong,19 Mastering Tai Chi,20 Martial Arts for Your Mind and Body,21 and Tai Chi Fitness
Workouts,22 places DDR among the world’s top 1% of academics and subject matter experts,
sharing company with Heidi Sormaz (Yale), Arthur T. Benjamin (Johns Hopkins), and Neil
deGrasse Tyson (Columbia). Now the coordinator of the Mission Act’s Tai Chi for Veterans
Program through its Community Care Network, DDR shares the joy of Tai Chi by bringing its
benefits to the veterans’ community through a national team of highly trained instructors.

Marcus Julian Carbo
A marital artist since 1995, OIF/OEF disabled combat veteran Marcus
Julian Carbo, began his Tai Chi journey in 2010. Since founding Tai Chi
with Marcus in 2016, Marcus has become the premier Tai Chi instructor of
the Delaware Valley leading programs for the Philadelphia Archdiocese
and Corporal Michael J Crezentz VA Medical Center. In 2019, thanks in
part to a Cara Storm award, Marcus provided no-cost Tai Chi classes to 1500 veterans
throughout the Philadelphia community. The host of Philadelphia’s World Tai Chi and Qigong
Day in 2017, Marcus is the subject of the TakeCare.org’s national whole health initiative docu-

19

(Ross, Essentials of Tai Chi and Qigong 2014)
(Ross, Mastering Tai Chi 2016)
21
(Ross, Martial Arts for Your Mind and Body n.d.)
22
(Ross, Tai Chi Fitness Workout n.d.)
20
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short, Be Like Water23 and a staunch veteran advocate. Now the Veterans Services Outreach
Officer for TaijiFit, Marcus is dedicated to bringing the benefits of Tai Chi to the veteran
community and beyond by working with local, regional, and national VA programs.

TaijiFit
Office of Veterans Outreach Services
5904 Warner Ave Ste 179
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(949) 316-0245 ext 106

23

(Carbo 2019)
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